Photonic crystals (PCs) show reflectance spectra depending on the geometrical structure of the crystal, the refractive index (n eff ), and the light incident angle, according to the Bragg-Snell law. Three-dimensional photonic crystals (3D-PCs) composed of polymeric sub-micrometer spheres, are arranged in an ordered face cubic centered (fcc) lattice and are good candidates for vapor sensing by exploiting changes of the reflectance spectra. We synthesized high quality polystyrene (PS) 3D-PCs, commonly called opals, with a filling factor f near to the ideal value of 0.74 and tested their optical response in the presence of different concentrations of methanol (MeOH) vapor. When methanol was present in the voids of the photonic crystals, the reflectance spectra experienced energy shifts. The concentration of methyl alcohol vapor can be inferred, due to a linear dependence of the reflectance band maximum wavelength as a function of the vapor concentration. We tested the reversibility of the process and the time stability of the system. A limit of detection (LOD) equal to 5% (v/v 0 ), where v was the volume of methanol and v 0 was the total volume of the solution (methanol and water), was estimated. A model related to capillary condensation for intermediate and high methanol concentrations was discussed. Moreover, a swelling process of the PS spheres was invoked to fully understand the unexpected energy shift found for very high methanol content.
Experimental

Materials
Polystyrene nanospheres (average nominal diameter D = 250 nm) were purchased from Microparticles GmbH (Berlin, Germany). The beads were in a colloidal water solution, with a concentration of 2.5 wt.% The substrates for the sample deposition were commercial Corning ® microscope glass slides (Corning Incorporated, New York, NY, USA) (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm). To have clean and hydrophilic surfaces, substrates were treated with the following procedure: they were first put into H 2 SO 4 /H 2 O 2 solution (3:1, volume ratio) for 10 min, then in a solution of NH 4 OH/H 2 O 2 /H 2 O (1:0.6:0.8, volume ratios) for 5 min in an ultrasonic bath, and finally in HCl/H 2 O 2 /H 2 O (1:2:7, volume ratios) for 5 min. As a final step, the substrates were washed with deionized water and dried using N 2 gas. All the chemicals, namely sulfuric acid (98%), hydrogen peroxide (35%, in water solution), ammonium hydroxide (40%), hydrochloric acid (37%), and methanol (99.9%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milan, Italy).
Synthesis of Polystyrene Photonic Crystals
Microscope glass slides were used as substrates for the PCs synthesis; to increase the structural order of the photonic crystals and to enhance the intensity of reflected light, a circular polymeric mask having a diameter of 17.6 mm was placed onto the glass surface to spatially limit the spreading of the colloidal solution. A volume of 230 µL of the colloidal solution (concentration of 2.5 wt.%) was spread onto the treated glass circular surface. After deposition, samples were dried at 25 • C for 24 h, in an incubator having a controlled humidity (80%). This procedure was necessary to have good PCs with a suitable reflectance and a high mechanical stability.
Apparatus
Reflectance spectra as a function of incidence angle were recorded by an ellipsometer Wvase 32 (J.A. Woollam, Lincoln, NE, USA) in the range 30 • -70 • , with respect to the surface normal. The ellipsometer was used as a normal reflectometer (θ inc = θ ref ), measuring the reflected intensity as a function of the wavelength. For the tests with methanol vapors, we fabricated a closed chamber to perform reflectance measurements at normal incidence. Figure 1a ,b report two photographs of our measurement chamber. The sample was fixed on the bottom of the chamber by metal clips to prevent the motion of the PS opal during repeated measurements. The measurement chamber, with a total inner volume of 30.6 mL, was coupled with a halogen lamp (DH-2000, OceanOptics, Largo, FL, USA) through an optical fiber. The fiber enabled the optical excitation by means of a specific lens producing a parallel light beam. The reflected light (normal incidence) from the PC, was collected back by the same lens and sent through a second optical fiber to a compact spectrometer (Flame, OceanOptics, Largo, FL, USA), which allowed for the recording and analysis of the reflected beam. A schematic representation of the chamber and the measurement technique is shown in Figure 1c . 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 1 . Photographs of the measurement chamber: (a) closed chamber, red arrow indicates the specific lens collimating the light source and collecting the reflected light from the PC, the blue part is the optical fiber; (b) the opened chamber; and (c) a schematic representation of the measurement technique.
Detection of Methanol
To investigate the change of the optical properties of the PS opal as a function of the environmental conditions, we placed into the measurement chamber, three little containers able to be filled with a total volume of 600 µL. Once the three jars with liquid (blend of methanol/water) had been filled, the chamber was closed and the measurement was started by collecting the reflectance spectra as a function of time (one spectrum every 30 s for 1 h). The first spectrum represented the reference measurement, i.e., the reflectance of the PC in the presence of pure air. As time goes by, the atmosphere inside the chamber saturates with the vapor of the liquid contained in the little containers. The time range of 1 hour was selected, since after the first characterizations, we realized that 60 min were an adequate time to reach a stable condition (no further changes of the reflectance shape for longer times). The effect of the methanol vapor on the measured spectra is a shift of the reflectance peak towards longer wavelengths (red shift), as shown in the next paragraph. To change Figure 1 . Photographs of the measurement chamber: (a) closed chamber, red arrow indicates the specific lens collimating the light source and collecting the reflected light from the PC, the blue part is the optical fiber; (b) the opened chamber; and (c) a schematic representation of the measurement technique.
To investigate the change of the optical properties of the PS opal as a function of the environmental conditions, we placed into the measurement chamber, three little containers able to be filled with a total volume of 600 µL. Once the three jars with liquid (blend of methanol/water) had been filled, the chamber was closed and the measurement was started by collecting the reflectance spectra as a function of time (one spectrum every 30 s for 1 h). The first spectrum represented the reference measurement, i.e., the reflectance of the PC in the presence of pure air. As time goes by, the atmosphere inside the chamber saturates with the vapor of the liquid contained in the little containers. The time range of 1 hour was selected, since after the first characterizations, we realized that 60 min were an adequate time to reach a stable condition (no further changes of the reflectance shape for longer times). The effect of the methanol vapor on the measured spectra is a shift of the reflectance peak towards longer wavelengths (red shift), as shown in the next paragraph. To change the percentage of MeOH inside the chamber, we mixed water and methanol with different volume ratios (v/v 0 , where v was the volume of methanol and v 0 was the total volume of the solution).
Results and Discussion
Optical and Structural Characterization of PS Opals
In this paragraph, we will characterize the opal structure and verify its operating principle. In general, the Bragg-Snell's law describes the behavior of a photonic crystal, where the geometrical structure, the mean diameter of particles, and the effective refractive index are fundamental factors [43, 47] . The formula giving the wavelength of maximum refection is:
where m is the diffraction order, λ max is the wavelength of the maximum of the diffraction peak, D is the diameter of the nanospheres, θ is the incident angle of light, n p and n m are the refractive indexes of the particles and of the material between the dielectric spheres (generally air), respectively. Finally, f is the volume fraction (known as filling factor) of the particles in fcc structure (for an ideal lattice f is 0.74). The first term inside the brackets under the square root, represents the effective refractive index (n 2 eff ) of the whole system. Knowing the physical variables listed above, it is possible to calculate the filling factor (f ) by a fitting procedure of the diffraction peak wavelengths at different incident angles, as in Reference [29] . In our case a value of 0.73 was estimated indicating the good quality of the system. Figure 2 shows the reflectance spectra at specific angles (from 30 • to 70 • ); the maximum shifts to shorter wavelengths and the intensity increases with the increase of the angle of reflection. In previous work [29] , we determined a very good correlation between the fitting of the optical data and SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy, Leo Supra 35, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) images (not shown here), confirming the high quality of our PS opals. 
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Optical Behavior of PS Opal in the Presence of Different Methanol Concentrations
To guarantee a stable temperature of 23 °C, the measurement chamber was kept in a water refrigerator system. We studied the reflectance of PS photonic crystals, at normal incidence (Θ = 0°), in the presence of different concentrations of methanol/water vapors. Figure 3a shows the color map 
To guarantee a stable temperature of 23 • C, the measurement chamber was kept in a water refrigerator system. We studied the reflectance of PS photonic crystals, at normal incidence (Θ = 0 • ), in the presence of different concentrations of methanol/water vapors. Figure 3a shows the color map of the reflectance peak as a function of time, for the case of pure methanol. In this case, the maximum red shift was about 48 nm and was reached in a very short time (about 10 min). The intensity of the reflectance band (color scale in the figure), varied up to a plateau value after 30 min. The initial increase in reflectance could probably be related to the formation of a thin layer of condensed methanol onto the PC surface. A similar analysis was also performed for pure water, to test the response of the optical sensor in presence of high levels of humidity and to understand if water can produce a variation of the reflected signal. Figure 3b reports the reflectance maximum as a function of time, for pure water. Figure 3c shows the photograph of the sample surface before the exposition to methanol vapor, whilst Figure 3d shows the photograph of the same point, after one hour of exposition to methanol vapor. A change of color is evident. of the reflectance peak as a function of time, for the case of pure methanol. In this case, the maximum red shift was about 48 nm and was reached in a very short time (about 10 min). The intensity of the reflectance band (color scale in the figure), varied up to a plateau value after 30 min. The initial increase in reflectance could probably be related to the formation of a thin layer of condensed methanol onto the PC surface. A similar analysis was also performed for pure water, to test the response of the optical sensor in presence of high levels of humidity and to understand if water can produce a variation of the reflected signal. Figure 3b reports the reflectance maximum as a function of time, for pure water. Figure 3c shows the photograph of the sample surface before the exposition to methanol vapor, whilst Figure 3d shows the photograph of the same point, after one hour of exposition to methanol vapor. A change of color is evident. Table 1 shows the investigated concentrations of methanol in liquid and in gas phases [29] . To calculate the vapor pressure of methanol and water we used Antoine's law, and by means of Raoult's law, we estimated the partial pressures of methanol vapor, water vapor, and the air in the chamber [29] . From ideal gas law, we estimated the methanol vapor mole fraction, and the corresponding ppm concentration. The mechanism inside the measurement chamber was the following: after closing the chamber, the liquid solvent inside the little trays started evaporating and saturated the small volume inside the chamber. Subsequently, the vapor could condense on all the internal surfaces of the chamber, and on the top of the PC surface. Due to the porosity of the PC, the liquid on the crystal surface could easily penetrate the inner layers of the PC. This hypothesis was strongly supported by naked eye observation, especially for the pure methanol case. In this case, when we opened the experimental apparatus, an evident wet layer of the solvent covering both the chamber and the PS opal surface was clearly visible. Table 1 shows the investigated concentrations of methanol in liquid and in gas phases [29] . To calculate the vapor pressure of methanol and water we used Antoine's law, and by means of Raoult's law, we estimated the partial pressures of methanol vapor, water vapor, and the air in the chamber [29] . From ideal gas law, we estimated the methanol vapor mole fraction, and the corresponding ppm concentration. The mechanism inside the measurement chamber was the following: after closing the chamber, the liquid solvent inside the little trays started evaporating and saturated the small volume inside the chamber. Subsequently, the vapor could condense on all the internal surfaces of the chamber, and on the top of the PC surface. Due to the porosity of the PC, the liquid on the crystal surface could easily penetrate the inner layers of the PC. This hypothesis was strongly supported by naked eye observation, especially for the pure methanol case. In this case, when we opened the experimental apparatus, an evident wet layer of the solvent covering both the chamber and the PS opal surface was clearly visible. Figure 4 shows the red shift behavior of the reflectance peak as a function of the relative methanol percentage in solution. The main process responsible for the change in the red shift in the photonic crystal theory, is related to a change of the effective refractive index. The general dependence [43, 47] of n eff for a photonic crystal made of PS spheres can be written as:
where n p and n pores are the refractive indexes of PS particles and the pores between the organized spheres, respectively. The constants 0.74 and 0.26 are the volume fractions of the PS spheres and the voids, respectively. In our case the simultaneous presence of methanol, water, and air made the formula slightly more complicated. It could be written as:
where 0.73 was the actual filling factor of our photonic crystal, and n p , n MeOH , n water , and n air were the refractive indexes of PS particles, methanol, water, and air, respectively. The factors t and g were the volume percentages of methanol and water in vapor form obtained, considering the molar fraction of the respective vapors. These factors are mainly proportional to the partial vapor pressure of methyl alcohol and water inside the measurement chamber. We took into account the ideal behavior of the gas and liquid phase. If we consider the refractive index of the methanol and water vapor phase in the equation, the refractive index remains almost constant, independently of their concentrations, and the red shift remains fixed at zero (no variation with respect to pure air). This behavior is totally in disagreement with our experimental results. On the other hand, if we consider a condensation process of the vapors proportional to partial vapor pressure of methyl alcohol and water inside the measurement chamber, we can use the refractive index of the liquids, instead of those of the vapors in Equation (3). Figure 5 shows the calculated trend (blue circles) obtained with this approximation, with respect to the experimental behavior (red circles). Even in this case, a strong disagreement can be noticed. A gradual deviation from the calculated trend was observed, for concentrations greater than 20%. We ascribed such a difference to an enhanced capillary condensation process, induced by the nanopores of the PC. The phenomenon of capillary condensation, consists in a phase transition from vapor to liquid state, for pressures even lower than the saturation value of a certain solvent in mesoporous materials [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , such as our opals. For this concentration range, PS pores are filled by liquid solvents in a much higher proportion with respect to the standard condensation, and the effective refractive index of the system is higher than the calculated one. Following this hypothesis, the first remark regards the small red shift value at 0% methanol concentration (pure water). If the capillary condensation was the driving force of the mechanism, we would have expected an intense red shift related to the complete filling of the pores with water. However, this did not occur since the PC surface was highly hydrophobic, due to the nanostructured surface and the polystyrene material. In this regard, we performed contact angle characterization of the PC surface. As shown in Figure 6 , the contact angle changes considerably as a function of the different concentrations of MeOH/H2O. For pure water, the PC surface presented a very high contact angle, indicating a high level of hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, with increasing concentration of methanol in water, the contact angle decreased, conferring a higher wettability to the PC surface. This important characteristic strongly influences the infiltration of the condensed solvent vapor inside the opal apertures: the higher the methanol concentration, the higher the surface wettability and infiltration inside the PC pores. Figure 7 shows photographs of a small drop of mixtures MeOH/H2O, at the different concentrations reported in the figure. The difference in the drop shape indicated the hydrophobic/hydrophilic behavior of the PC surface, as a function of the drop composition. Contact Following this hypothesis, the first remark regards the small red shift value at 0% methanol concentration (pure water). If the capillary condensation was the driving force of the mechanism, we would have expected an intense red shift related to the complete filling of the pores with water. However, this did not occur since the PC surface was highly hydrophobic, due to the nanostructured surface and the polystyrene material. In this regard, we performed contact angle characterization of the PC surface. As shown in Figure 6 , the contact angle changes considerably as a function of the different concentrations of MeOH/H2O. For pure water, the PC surface presented a very high contact angle, indicating a high level of hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, with increasing concentration of methanol in water, the contact angle decreased, conferring a higher wettability to the PC surface. This important characteristic strongly influences the infiltration of the condensed solvent vapor inside the opal apertures: the higher the methanol concentration, the higher the surface wettability and infiltration inside the PC pores. Figure 7 shows photographs of a small drop of mixtures MeOH/H2O, at the different concentrations reported in the figure. The difference in the drop shape indicated the Following this hypothesis, the first remark regards the small red shift value at 0% methanol concentration (pure water). If the capillary condensation was the driving force of the mechanism, we would have expected an intense red shift related to the complete filling of the pores with water. However, this did not occur since the PC surface was highly hydrophobic, due to the nanostructured surface and the polystyrene material. In this regard, we performed contact angle characterization of the PC surface. As shown in Figure 6 , the contact angle changes considerably as a function of the different concentrations of MeOH/H 2 O. For pure water, the PC surface presented a very high contact angle, indicating a high level of hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, with increasing concentration of methanol in water, the contact angle decreased, conferring a higher wettability to the PC surface. This important characteristic strongly influences the infiltration of the condensed solvent vapor inside the opal apertures: the higher the methanol concentration, the higher the surface wettability and infiltration inside the PC pores. Figure 7 shows photographs of a small drop of mixtures MeOH/H 2 O, at the different concentrations reported in the figure. The difference in the drop shape indicated the hydrophobic/hydrophilic behavior of the PC surface, as a function of the drop composition. Contact angles greater than 90 • define a surface as hydrophobic. In this case, the capillary condensation is strongly hampered. The small red shift measured at 0% methanol, could therefore be inferred to a thin layer of water on the surface, which can penetrate only into the first few layers of the PC, changing the reflectance maximum wavelength of about 2.5 nm. Increasing gradually, the methanol percentage up to 60%, the partial pressure of methanol increases, and the capillary condensation process becomes more effective and fills the pores with liquid methanol proportionally to the percentage of the methanol/water blends.
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Regarding the gap in the red shift of Figure 4 , between 60% and 70% v/v 0 , we could suppose that it is the result of the two different competing phenomena described above. For low concentrations, capillary condensation can occur for a lower value of the partial pressure, whilst for a high solvent percentage the condensation certainly occurs and fills completely the PC pores, also inducing a swelling of the material. A similar behavior was reported by Zheng et al., for ethanol/water blends [55] . Despite the presence of water vapor inside the measurement chamber, we estimated the limit of detection (LOD) of our optical device to be 5% v/v 0 . This result was due to the combined action of the intrinsic hydrophobicity of PS and the hydrophobic structured surface of the opal.
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Conclusions
We developed a photonic crystal based on self-assembled polystyrene nanospheres, which shows an optical response to methanol vapors. This system was able to detect the presence of different concentrations of methanol by a change of the reflectance spectrum, induced by the condensation of the vapors inside the pores of the PS opal. In particular, we detected a wavelength red shift of the reflectance peak, due to the increase of the effective refractive index of the entire system and to the swelling of PS spheres induced by the alcohol. Such PCs were not affected by the presence of water, due to the properties of the material and to the surface nanostructuring, which prevented the infiltration of water inside the pores. Exploiting these properties, we tested its response to a mixture of two substances, water and methanol. We proposed a model for the behavior at methanol concentrations lower than 60% v/v 0 , based on partial capillary condensation. On the other hand, for high methanol content, a complete condensation and a swelling process were considered. In summary, PS photonic crystals demonstrated to be responsive to methyl alcohol vapors for various water/methanol solutions.
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